From what I have experienced in life to date the majority of issues for all people who experience
some form of mental disturbance, have been mentally, physically or sexually abused at some point,
usually by someone close to them family or neighbours or someone who they have formed some
trust in. Of every suicide or senseless taking of lives that I have looked at in the majority of cases the
perpetrators of either the crime or the taking of their own lives, they have been taking prescription
drugs, and yet this is never looked at as a fact or questioned because the public is educated that
these drugs are ok.
Whilst travelling across the USA a few years back we were alarmed at the billboards everywhere
promoting the very same drugs being taken by the people who have committed murders all across
America, and this has happened in Australia and can only become more prevalent, whilst we have
companies and people who are driven by money and sales and it now seems a push for new
customers.
Are we serious in believing that children should be screened in an effort to prevent future mental
health problems? This only happens because of abuse and the dispensing of drugs!!! What scientific
evidence has been produced to show that ADHD actually exists? Nil that I am aware of.
Why would children of this age even be considered at risk in mental health?
Why would/have medical and government agencies even considered this type of approach?
Could it be that the major pharma are seeking to enlist a new customer base and they are starting
with our children before they have even experienced or gathered their real personalities in life.
We would not consider looking to profile a person usually until they have learned from family,
friends, teachers, mentors and peers and have had time to develop real traits as people.
This would seem to be a nonsense and a total waste of taxpayers’ funds to keep some in jobs and to
build more customers for the suppliers of dangerous prescription drugs.
Another question would also be WHY does Western Australia for example have one of the highest
rates of dispensing of ADHD drugs in the world? Do we have more mental health issues than
elsewhere? I do not think so!
Why also is this being pushed through legislation when the country is burning and many will not be
aware of what has happened?”

